
Level 01 (NPC: grandfather, president of the hospital, a number of radiators)

In 2215, the girl and her grandfather live under a huge glacier, and people are
looking for the available resources to create a living environment from the
decomposition materials on the ground. It is a tough time, and darkness and
fear surrounded people under the ice.

Although the girl lives in it, she is not afraid, but is full of adventure. She loves
mechanical repair, always able to find the material around her, making
amazing works. Her grandfather is a mechanic in a small village, so the girl is
exposed to the machine under the influence of her grandfather, and she loves
adventure and exploration. Every day, she shuttles through every corner of the
village, searching for resources to use, and then inventing in her own
workshop.

While the girl is making her own inventions, she finds that her grandfather is
always mysterious and could leave home quietly every night. One day the girl
follows her grandpa, she finds her grandfather go to a basement in the village,
grandpa and the president of hospital in the village take care of the patients
who look a mess terrible, girl is very confused and does not dare to close. (the
patient is affected by radiation, and some of the limbs are deformed.)

The girl wants to know her grandfather's secret, so he watches his grandfather
for several days with him. (the part can be combined with the gameplay,
maybe it could be the same road to do different collections)

Finally, on the third day, the girl hears grandpa and the dean say, "there are
some patients coming this evening."

The girl follows with curiosity, and finds that grandpa takes three weak
"people" out of a tunnel. (they looked very strange and had a three-day
leg.)( the tunnel is a way to connect with the ground)

Although the girl does not understand what the grandpa does, strong enough
curiosity and adventure spirit prompts the girl to sit in the wheelchair, secretly
opens the tunnel, and goes into.



Walk a short distance, comes the voice of "drops", the girl approaches a look,
and they are the breakage parts of a robot, which causes her a great deal of
interest, she hurriedly takes robot parts into his own studio, finally to repair a
semi-finished robot. Robot tells her that it comes from a hospital outside the
atmosphere, created by a boy, the boy finds the zero-base hospital will hit the
earth, but people don't believe him, and the ladder which connects the hospital
and the earth has been damaged. The boy has no choice, but to put the robot
on the earth and wants someone to help him.

The girl listens to the story of the robot and thinks of the patient who is saved
by grandpa and dean. She decides to tell grandpa about the robot.

Grandpa hears the girl speaks the things of the robot, to think for a moment
and tells to a girl, they live in the village is at the base of the ice sheet here are
quite a few of the normal human survival, but above the ice sheet, there are a
lot of people who are influenced by radiation in the war, they compete for
resources, and life is difficult. The grandpa and dean are helping some radiant
people who can not be survived on the ground.

Grandpa takes the girl to their rescue place, the girl sees dozens of old and
weak, she is very sad.

Grandpa tells the girl that the robot's space hospital does exist and he had
seen it from the ice sheet when he was a child.

The girl listens to grandpa's story and thinks a lot, and finally decides to go to
the space hospital.

On the one hand, she is very interested in space hospital and the boy who
created the robot. On the other hand, she also hope that the advanced
technology of space hospital can help more people, including her own, she
also hope to one day be able to walk upright.(she wants to use technology in
space hospital to save the radiant people)



The robot tells the girl that it can also talk to the little boy, but it is not fully
repaired right now, and it loses some parts on the ice.

Therefore, the first step, girl wants to go to the ground of ice.

The girl tells grandpa her idea. Although the grandpa thinks the progress of
finding is tough, he still encourages the girl to look for the space hospital. The
space hospital is the hope of people on the earth. Grandpa also records a
video to girl (in the robot), grandpa lets the girl to find a man called Mark, Mark
will help her. Mark is a friend of grandpa and dean, and help people from
radiation on ice. (grandpa also gives Mark's address.)

The news of space hospital is the hope of all people on earth.

Level 02 ( NPC: a radiant family （A）)

The girl is in a wheelchair, with a robot, looking for a tunnel to the ice.( Player
could collect some repair equipment here.)

The tunnel is dark and cold, and it had been deserted for a long time, and the
girl struggles forward as she repairs the badly damaged tunnel.

In the tunnel, she meets people who were severely affected by the radiation.
They are very rough, they fight for food, they can't communicate, and the girl
protects herself and the robot.

The girl also meets a family in the tunnel. They lives in a tunnel. Life is hard.
They have a little girl who both legs are disabled. The girl thinks of herself
when she saw the little girl. The girl has always had a mystery about her life.

Through their communication, the girl knows that they are all radiating people,
so the little girl was deformed（the legs could not work when she was born）,
and the little girl makes an amputation and survives by the help of the dean.

When the girl see the little girl, she thought of herself and have some doubts
about her life. The girl had never seen her parents, and was brought up by her
grandfather. The girl hits the road with confusion.
She knows that the radiant people, as they get closer and closer to the ground,
will only be more and more, and girl will meet various difficulties around them.



(various difficulties: communication with radiant people; A lack of supplies....)

Level03 (NPC: grandpa's friend)
Girl reaches the ground, this is a surrounded by ice world, most people living
here are influenced by the radiation. The girl escapes in the village, and finds
the robot’s parts difficultly.

The girl also looks for her grandfather's friend, because her supplies are
running out.

During the search, the girl meets two groups of radiant people, and the girl
shares her food with them.

Finally, at the time of cold and hunger, the girl find the address of Mark. He
lives in a hole, a small wooden house. He also takes care of many children
who are abandoned by other radiant parents, they are frail and deformity.

The girl is shocked when she finds a picture of her 1 year old on the wall and
her legs are deformed.

Finally, the girl finds Mark in a shabby kitchen. His clothes are old, and he is
cooking soup in the kitchen. His food is also drying up.

From the communication, the girl learns that she is adopted by her
grandfather.
She was also the first to have a successful amputation, so her grandfather
adopted her and took her down to the ice, hoping that she would lead a
peaceful life.(grandpa video, playing in the robot)

The girl looks at the radiating children, very sad, determines to find the shuttle
hospital.

Lack of supplies, hunger and cold, the search for the shuttle hospital is urgent.

The girl looks for the debris of the robot in the village(collection tasks, in the
process will encounter some bad human obstruct, rob Mark's home food).

Finally, the robot is fully repaired, and the girl begins to communicate with the
boy in the space hospital. From the communication, the girl knows that the
space hospital is a highly developed place. The girl is more yearning,
determines to go to the space hospital to see, and help the people on the
earth.

Level04



The boy tells the girl that as the ladder was damaged, it was time to think of the
space hospital, only to find the spacecraft that had been left in the earth a long
time ago, and to reach the space hospital by moving the spacecraft.

The girl is looking for the parts of spacecraft in the village. (can be combined
with gameplay)

The girl finds debris in the village, and in the process of repairing, some of the
people left on the ground peeps at the girl's results and tries to steal the
spacecraft.

These humans also know the exist of space hospital, and they want to fly to
the hospital and leave the earth to survive.

(could give these villains black silhouettes, exaggerated movements.)

In the process of repairing the spaceship, the bad man attacks twice.
(the first one, uncle Mark and some radiant people help to resist. Another one,
robot helps to resist.)

With the help of everyone, the girl successfully repairs the spaceship and
carries the hope of the earth to the space hospital.

Level05
In the space hospital, the girl gets the news that all the people in the space
hospital didn't believe the boy and locked him up.

The girl relies on the information the boy had left for her, finds the boy and
rescues him. They make a communicate about information which they get and
make plans to save the earth.

Finally, they learn that the earth would not be afraid of being hit as long as it is
re-sent from the control room of the space hospital to the earth and reconnects
the space hospital and the earth by high ladder.

The boy and girl work together to control the machinery, break the security
room code, and successfully places a new ladder to the earth. (some of the
NPCS will come to catch the boy back to the prison, and the robot will fight
them.)

The earth's crisis has been lifted, and the earth has seen the light again, and
the people on earth who have been exposed to radiation have been well
received and treated in the space hospital.



A good connection has been established between the space hospital and the
earth.

With the help of the boy, the girl also changed into the steel legs specially
designed for her to walk upright.


